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Summary
The turf industry national conferences, field days and state based forums provide turf growers with the latest
industry research, development and marketing information enabling them to increase their professionalism and
profitability. These events also create awareness of current industry issues, encourage personal development,
enable professional networking, identify new business opportunities and provide access to better business
management tools.
In 2016, Turf Australia’s series state based forums held in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth attracted
almost 150 participants in total. They provided a range of informative presentations and interactive workshops
covering social media, accounting for profit, precision turf farming, levy investments and identifying different
personality styles to help improve turf grower communication. The feedback received was overwhelmingly
positive and the forums received a considerable amount of media coverage which further extended the reach of
the valuable information provided.
In 2017, the 13th national Turf Australia conference & field day was held in the NSW Hunter Valley and was a
huge success. The 130 delegates were able to take home considerable information and insights into future
opportunities for the turf industry. The conference theme “The future is in your hands” was timely given the
recent advances into precision turf farming. The program provided a large variety of useful, tangible and relevant
information for growers to take back and use in their own businesses. Again, the feedback received was very
positive and demonstrated a considerable amount of valuable learning took place. Media coverage of this event
was also extensive and helped to reinforce the key messages throughout the entire industry.
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Introduction
This project was developed to provide the turf industry with information on the latest R&D and marketing as well
as allowing turf growers to engage with their peers. Turf Australia’s highly anticipated field days, conferences and
forums are valued by the turf industry because of the opportunities given to growers to learn new things from not
only the presenters but fellow turf growers. These skills, technology and ideas can then be taken back and
applied to their own businesses. In many cases events like these are the only chance the turf growers get to
discuss, learn and share such a large variety of turf industry relevant issues.
The 2016 Forums and 2017 Conference and Field Day were both interactive, providing delegates with many
opportunities to ask questions and raise matters of concern. This enables professional development of turf
growers with the end result being increased farm business professionalism and profitability. The state based
forums in 2016 enabled more one on one engagement with growers due to the smaller numbers at each forum
when compared to the 2017 national conference and field day. In addition, the individual forums enabled a blend
of local and national issues to be tailored for each state while the national conference & field day provided a good
overview of a wider variety of topics spread over two and half days.
It is important to cover a diverse range of topics because of the unique nature of the turf production industry.
Turf growers are not just farmers as they sell, deliver and often install directly with consumers. In other words,
turf growers also provide and/or manage the supply chain within the industry and turf growers are constantly
interacting directly with consumers and are continuously managing and developing new marketing strategies
themselves.
Turf Australia recognizes the considerable time demands placed upon turf growers and understand the
production, management and marketing expertise required to grow, harvest and sell turf throughout Australia,
365 days each year. Ensuring industry events such as state forums and /or national conferences & field days have
direct relevance is vital to entice attendance by turf farmers. As a result, the feedback from previous events along
with advice from the Turf Australia Board and State Associations is used to ensure relevant and enticing programs
are created that encompass the priorities as determined by the industry Strategic Investment Plan (SIP) 20122017.
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Methodology
The aim of the National Turf R&D Conference 2016 & 2017 project was to provide turf growers with access to
relevant and reliable information that will help them run a more profitable business, learn new production
methods, realise the results of levy funded R&D and marketing programs, professionally network and assess new
equipment, innovations and/or management practices that may aid more efficient turf production.
Media coverage before, during and after the events not only extends the key messages throughout the industry,
it also reinforces the learnings that take place at these events.
Turf Australia carefully reviewed the current issues and latest technology available to the turf industry, along with
taking into account the feedback received from previous events, to develop event programs that are relevant to
and cover a wide range of topics so that every delegate will benefit.
The split between having state based forums in 2016 followed by a national conference and field day in 2017
enabled a variation to the events with the aim of attracting previously unengaged industry members. Each state
forum program was tailored to ensure a blend of national and local issues. The programs for each event are
provided below.
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Outputs
2016 State Based Forums
The 2016 state based forums, which attracted approximately 150 delegates, were developed with the guidance of
the Turf Australia Board and the State based Industry Development officers. Interactive workshops were held in
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth and the key agenda items included:
• The future direction of the turf levy was debated at each forum through an interactive workshop run
by Pat Abraham from Key Link Solutions. These sessions allowed growers to participate in the process of
deciding where the levy funds should be invested as part of the industry’s strategic investment plan for
the next five years.
• Social Media being a more effective and efficient way to connect and engage with existing and potential
customers. Cynthia Mahoney from Cynthia Mahoney and Associates provided some startling facts and
figures and explained how turf growers can generate more business by using social media.
• Knowing what aspects of a turf farm business are profitable and what aspects need be ‘worked on’ was
the focus of the sessions presented by Greg Sharpe from 3D Accounting. Greg showed how some simple
accounting techniques, such as;
o Creating a ‘Financial Scorecard System’
o Calculating your ‘Return for Effort’, and
o Establishing ‘Effective pricing’.
• John Keleher from Australian Lawn Concepts (ALC) presented on ‘Precision turf farming’ and how ALC
was adapting and implementing precision agriculture technology.
• At the NSW Forum, Mick Battam from AgEnviro Solutions informed the NSW growers of the final results
from the Turf Nutrition Program, which involved on-farm analysis from 19 different NSW turf farms.
• John Vatikiotis and John Lloyd, both from Hort Innovation, delivered sessions on how Hort Innovations is
now overseeing the turf levy investments.
• And to finish off each forum, Cynthia Mahoney (Richard Stephens at the WA Forum) ran an interactive
workshop on identifying and dealing with different personality types in the workplace. According to the
feedback received from the 150 participants, this ‘Communication Styles’ workshop was a key highlight of
every forum, along with the networking drinks and dinner.

For more detail on the 2016 State Based Forums, please refer to Appendix 1 for a summary of the feedback
received and milestone report 103.
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2017 National Conference & Field Day
The 2017 Turf Australia Conference & Field Day attracted over 130 delegates and received extensive media
coverage. The program was developed by the Turf Australia Board and used feedback received from previous
events to ensure a relevant and attractive program and venue.
Hosted at The Sebel Kirkton Park in the Hunter Valley, the theme “The future is in your hands” ensure the focus
was on the future of turf farming. Throughout the program, presenters focused on delivering tangible information
that growers could use in their own businesses and highlighted opportunities to improve their profitability and
professionalism, including:
• John Keleher, Australian Lawn Concepts (ALC), and David Weier, Precision Ag Solutions, gave a practical
overview of what ALC has achieved by installing Variable Rate Irrigation and other precision farming
technologies into their everyday working environment. David presented on how the technology could
assist growers and by transferring its applications in other industries, including broadacre cropping, to
turf. John spoke on the actual efficiencies his turf farm had achieved having only installed the technology
12-18 months ago and showed pictures of the technologies in operation.
• Mick Battam, AgEnviro Solutions, highlighted how important it is to understand the nutritional status of
both the soil and the turf plant when growing healthy turf, and how adding the correct amendments in
the appropriate time can significantly increase the health of a turf crop. His research on NSW turf farms
opened the eyes of many growers to the vastly under-researched area of turf plant nutrition and turf
plant growth patterns, while also challenging growers to assess their long-held traditional application of
fertilisers.
• Nick Dorney, AusGap, provided an overview of the benefits of turfgrass certification and accreditation as
well as the AusGap program which aims to set minimum standards for turf growers and enable them to
offer customers a guarantee of quality. The program, open to all Australian growers, covers everything
from growing to installing standards and ensures the industry raises the bar in terms of its assurances to
customers and the wider public. Nick’s talk aimed at helping growers understand the accreditation
process and how it could be used to the growers’ advantage.
• Andrew Bate, SwarmFarm, gave an informative talk about how as a farmer he has helped develop one of
Australia’s leading farm robotics companies in Emerald, Queensland, and how the business is now
venturing into turf through an automated mowing platform. The robots are aimed at being robust and
user-friendly and have a number of applications in the turf industry considering the relatively low level of
obstacles turf farms have for a robot to avoid, compared to the broadacre cropping sector.
• The panel discussion on how synthetic and natural turf compare involved the Sports Turf Research
Institute’s Will Pearce, leading sports physician Dr Leigh Golding, and Turf Australia Chairman, Ross
Boyle, Rosemount Turf. Facilitated by Richard Stephens from Turf Australia, the discussion covered how
many research projects comparing the two surfaces were only short term, and no longitudinal studies
had been undertaken. While research projects cited by Dr Golding showed increased levels of knee
injuries on synthetic surfaces, he said injuries such as skinned limbs were likely under-reported due to
them being considered more superficial and cosmetic. The key take home message was for growers to
combat the synthetic surface, they needed to “sell the feeling” natural turf gave an environment and a
situation – the non-tangible emotions attached to playing a park, having a barbeque on a lawn, or laying
on grass in summer. They should also focus on the fact synthetic turf is far from maintenance free, and
the environmental cost with producing, laying and disposing of synthetic turf compared to natural turf.
• James Greenshields, Centre for Resilient Leadership, gave a confronting, emotional and educational
presentation on the importance of being honest, open and present. A former Australian Army member,
he stressed how important it was to find happiness without external validation; find the time to
emotionally connect with the people in your family and your business rather than wait to find time in the
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future and how this helps to build resilience within yourself to deal with external influences. He also
stressed the importance of speaking to him, or someone, if his talk raised any issues for them.

An afternoon spent visiting local wineries provided an excellent networking opportunity and gave insight into how
the Hunter Valley wine industry is marketing itself in an ever-changing commercial marketplace. The region has
not only had to face the challenges of climate change impacting their varietal choice and label development, but
also the changing way consumers buy their product. No longer can the region rely on a steady stream of tourists
road tripping between wineries to buy product – a model which has formed the back bone of the region’s
development – wineries have had to become savvier in the way they market themselves, their wines and move
into the online sales sphere.
The conference dinner also provided an enjoyable networking opportunity and three new inductees were awarded
the Turf Australia ‘Hall of Fame’ award for outstanding services to the turf industry. The celebrated inductees
were Brent Redman from Buchanan Turf, Lynn Davidson from Jimboomba Turf and Peter McMaugh from
Turfgrass Scientific Services.
Field day success despite inclement weather
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The field day at Ag Turf Lawn Solutions was significantly impacted with more than 50mm of rain soaking the farm
overnight and during the field day. Undeterred by the weather, the field day went ahead with a modified program
and those exhibitors who took part were able to engage with growers inside the field day marquee and pass on
information about various new machinery now available for turf farm operations.
Of particular interest was the SwarmFarm automated mowing robot, known as ‘Swarmbot’, which had its first
public display on the sodden turf at AgTurf. After a short demonstration into the paddock, SwarmFarm’s Neville
Crooke drove the robot to growers on higher ground for a close up look and chat about its capacity to bring some
21st century technology into the turf industry.
The Swarmbot was of significant interest to growers who could see huge benefits in being able to automatically
mow their paddocks. While the bot cannot currently be owned by growers, instead being hired by growers and
allowing a team member from SwarmFarm to operate it, the innovation and potential for the turf industry was
recognised by all the growers at the field day.
In lieu of a farm walk, the Meade family gave an insight into their farming operation, the varieties, markets and
business structure. The AgTurf farm, which is part of the Lawn Solutions Australia group, is a family-owned farm
with two generations working in the business.
TA chairman Ross Boyle also gave a short talk on his recent international travel which included visiting turf farms
in Europe and gave growers and comparison to way in they operate their businesses (with government subsidies)
and the varieties they grow, including living turf carpets with wildflowers.
Patrick Muscat of GreenLife Turf Supplies exhibited his Green-Blasta turf colouring machine and showed its
versatility by demonstrating in the inclement weather. Patrick designed the specialised machine to apply
colourant to any turf surface including turf farms, ovals, sports fields and golf courses. His patented design for
Green-Blasta saved time and money by using 50 per cent less product and gave turf a more realistic natural look
in one pass by atomising the pigment/colour mix into a fine, high pressure mist.
While FireFly Equipment might not have been able to get their machine off the back of a truck, response to their
newest piece of equipment, the self-propelled ProSlab 155 turf cutting machine which reduces labour costs,
improves productivity, and reduces maintenance, drew plenty of grower interest. The ProSlab produced a superb
pallet with low field impact using a patented floating cutterhead and electric chop, with a depth control system,
which could also cut turf to a range of specifications. FireFly also now offers GPS guidance as an option on the
machine.
All 2017 Turf Australia national conference & field day delegates were provided with a detailed conference
handbook containing information on all of the presenters, exhibitors and a summary of speaker presentations as
well as providing space for recording tailored notes and key learnings. Following the conference & field day, the
presentations and feedback received were used as a base for articles in industry E-newsletters, magazines,
Facebook and website postings.
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Media Coverage
•

Turf Australia Industry Magazines
o Spring 2017, pages 6-15
o Autumn 2017, pages 6-9
o Summer 2016/17, page 3
o Spring 2016, pages 4-8

•

TurfCraft magazines:
o July/August 2017, pages 50, 51 and 59.
o March/April 2017, pages 60-62
o January/February, page 56
o July/August 2016, page 72

•

Turf Australia Enewsletters, various editions from May 2016 to October 2017

Outcomes
2016 state based forums
The level of engagement from the participants during each of the 2016 state based forums along with the formal
and informal feedback received following the forums was excellent. Some of the most common general feedback
comments include:
• A very helpful and informative forum, thankyou
• Good interaction among participants
• The program for the day was good, great for everyone who attended
• The enthusiasm of the participants, the speakers were engaging and the forum went smoothly
• It was a friendly open forum with well-chosen topics
• Impressed with everything and pleased that TA has come so far.
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More importantly, there is a long list of things participants said they learnt and could put into practice following
the presentations, including:
• Social media
• Using marketing & statistics
• Fertilizing program based on plant stage/growth
• Marketing ideas
• Personality identification
• Don’t discount prices
• Mick’s talk on soil profiles and nutrition
• Greg’s presentation – do not cut your price!
• Tips on social media – like selling the emotion/lifestyle NOT the turf production/harvester!!
• Look into using new technology (IE Precision Farming) on farm
• Allocate time for social media (understanding and using)
• Actually look at my accounts and use that to help make more money. This may include to group
expenses categories and review accounts so it is easier to understand farm (and enterprise) profitability.
Some of the presenters have also informed Turf Australia that they have been contacted by turf growers for
further information and/or assistance with their business, which is a great additional outcome.
Appendix 1 contains the feedback summaries from the 2016 state based forums
2017 Turf Australia National Conference & Field Day
A greater understanding of turf’s nutrient requirements, the automation now available to the turf industry and key
points on how to combat the rise of synthetic turf were key outcomes from the 2017 Turf Australia National
Conference & Field Day.
New innovations, industry development ideas and plenty of professional networking resulted in an engaged turf
industry with participants willing to learn and be involved in national research, development and marketing
initiatives.
Feedback from participants included:
• Excellent event and networking opportunities. ‘Put Your Hand Up’ was outstanding, LOVED IT! I also
thought Mick Battham was great, his enthusiasm and knowledge was fantastic.
• Being informed about the future possibilities for turf farming, IE precision farming and robotics, viewing
turf specific machinery at the field day and being able to speak with the suppliers in person was great.
• Education material that help improve how jobs are carried out was useful.
• James was really interesting, the organization was good and all speakers were excellent and relevant with
great content.
• The presentations were of high calibre, networking opportunities were great and the robotics were
fascinating.
• The social interaction with all the valuable information sharing and not being inside for long periods was
great.
• So many things were good. I now have a better appreciation of soil, I took something from every speaker
than I think I can apply to my small business.
Appendix 2 contains the feedback summary from the 2017 national conference & field day.
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Evaluation and discussion
The feedback received from the 2016 state based forums indicated a high level of appreciation for the tailored
mix of national and local issues and the relaxed, informative and interactive way in which the forums were run.
The 2017 feedback received indicated the national conference & field day theme ‘The future is in your hands –
precision turf farming’ was ideal, the topics chosen to be presented were appropriate and relevant and all
speakers were of high caliber and delivered useful, practical information.
Based on the formal and informal feedback, the format of alternating state based forums in year one followed by
a national conference and field day in year two was considered successful. The Turf Australia board would like to
repeat the format in 2018 and 2019 and then further build on this concept of industry learning by planning an
international study tour to the Turf Producers International Conference and Field Day in February 2020.
The turf industry responds well to industry events if they are professionally organised by representatives who are
genuinely engaged with the industry and have detailed industry knowledge, expertise and experience. As the turf
industry is the only industry covered by Hort Innovation where the actual grower pays the levy direct to the
Department of Agriculture & Water Resources, growers expect the cost of registering for such events over recent
times have been heavily subsidised by the levy.’
Turf Australia will now review the feedback received in more detail and engage with industry members to
determine the possible themes, topics and presenters for events in 2018 and beyond.

Recommendations
A mixture of national and state based extension and engagement events for the turf industry should continue into
the future and these events should receive a high level of financial support from the turf levy to help ensure
quality speakers and venues while keeping the delegate registration costs to a minimum.
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Appendix 1 – Feedback summaries from the 2016 state based
forums
NSW State Forum Participant Summary
1. Speaker Presentations

Content
v good good fair poor
10 11 1
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
10
10 2
-

Cynthia Mahoney – Social media for turf growers
Comments:
• Made me think differently about social media
• It would have been good to have examples of successes and how to implement a simple social media
program
• I am not a face book or social media fan, but I have been enlightened
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
Greg Sharpe – Accounting for turf farm profitability
6
13 3
6
13 3
Comments:
• Relationship between selling price and wage
• A 5% in sale price can cover a 9% decline in sale volume – Wow!
• A good presentation to highlight the importance of working with your accountant
• Beyond my pay grade
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
Mick Battam – Turf Nutrition Program
11 11 3
12 11 Comments:
• Would like to find out more
• A good presentation with good, practical tips. Need to advise where to get more information
•
Very helpful and informative
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
John Lloyd – Horticulture Innovation Australia
4 12 8
6 13 4
Comments:
• A reasonable presentation but disjointed and needed to engage and resonate better with turf industry
• Not so relevant to industry
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
Pat Abraham – Turf levy Investments
6 13 2
10 9 2
Comments:
• Good discussion
• Not really a presentation but a facilitated discussion which went reasonably well
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
Cynthia Mahoney – Different personalities
15
5 2
17 3
1
Comments:
• Good fun at the end
• Great presentation on others
• Interesting, now I will put our people into their groups
• A good way to finish the day
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2. Networking drinks & dinner

Enjoyment
v good 8 good 2 fair - poor -

Organisation
v good 8 good 2 fair - poor -

Comments:
• Always enjoyable

3. Overall, the things I really liked were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The overall thinking about industry improvement
Interactions with different personality styles
Social media statistics & personality questionnaire
Statistics on the use of social media
Understanding the latest turf nutrition results
Personality session
Turf nutrition
Social media
The personality workshop with the colour team
Turf nutrition talk
Networking + discussions + openness
Good interaction among participants
The program for the day was good, great for everyone who attended
The information presented
Networking
Pat’s session giving insight to levy investment

4. Overall, the things that could have been improved were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All was good
More on nutrient trials
Would like to see more turf growers attend and be a part of the full day
Having all turf growers attend
Maybe more interaction and involvement from people that were not here
I was happy with everything
To get more involvement from industry so we can all work together
A bit more farm stuff
Fire lighting

5. Things I learnt and could put into practice are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Look into funding for Green Cities through EPA
Interacting more
Nutrient requirements
Social media
Social media marketing & statistics
Social media ideas
Fertilizing program based on plant stage/growth
Marketing ideas
Personality session
Soil session
Implementing social media
Marketing
Our social media needs more work
Personality identification
Nutrition requirements through crop phases
Assessment of personality types for better communication
Don’t discount prices
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•
•
•

Soil nutrition
Certainly in the future will use facebook & social media
Fertilizer program

Verbal feedback - things learnt by participants and considering to incorporate ‘On Farm’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

52% of consumers are more likely to trust your brand if you are positive
Start using social media
Implement personality types at our next staff meeting
Social media is good
Try personality types with my wife
Learnt how to talk to different personality types
A lot of innovative thinking going on
Improved marketing and possibly a new nutrition program
Liked personality styles
Liked turf nutrition
Enjoyed social media statistics and personality styles
Nutrition levels
Personality styles, refresh how to deal with different people
Enjoyed nutrition, learnt about different rates
Would like to get more people to these events
Will do more with social media
Liked Mick’s talk on soil profiles and nutrition
Will try to be on-time next time
Liked the way Cynthia talked about being social on social media
Learnt about needing a balance of personalities within a business
Liked Mick’s talk on soil
Get to know customers more, find out about them and what their needs are
Learnt more about what I can implement with social media
I will finally have to try social media
Lack of nutritional data and information not being available
Liked Pat’s session and listening to growers
Personalities – remember to think about other people’s personalities
Greg’s presentation – do not cut your price!
Tell the people who are not here to not cut their price!

6. Turf Australia, in conjunction with Turf NSW, should hold State Forums
Annually 13

Bi-annually 4

Other…………………………………..

7. Turf Australia should hold a national conference & field day
Annually 9

Bi-annually 9

Other…………………………………..

8. What time of year suits you best to attend Turf Australia Events?
May 2

June 5

July 9

August 8

September

Other………………….……..…..

QLD State Forum 27 July 2016 – Written Participant Feedback
Content
v good good fair poor
3
4
1
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
5
1
2
-

1) Cynthia Mahoney – Social media for turf growers
Comments:
• I enjoyed this session but feel it could have been better if it was more concise and not so wordy. It had a lot of food
for thought but lost some of its punch with the repetition of messages
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Presenter needs to check if video clip is working prior to the start
Presentation not very well timed
A double up of information presented at the Qld forum a few months earlier
Informative and very, very useful.
Interesting
Good. I do not like social media myself, however, I found the marketing ideas helpful – such as focusing my
marketing towards the client’s experience.
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
2) Greg Sharpe – Accounting for turf farm profitability
1
4
2
1
4
2
Comments:
• Greg had a good message. He was a bit lost at first but got better as he went on
• Valuable - A reminder to identify and eliminate unprofitable practices
• Good
• Interesting, I got some good tips.
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
3) John Keleher – Precision turf farming
4
3
5
2
Comments:
• New innovations for any industry are worthy of airtime and is comes with more power from someone in the
industry who is using these products on the farm
• Amazing! He is so far ahead of the rest of us in farming practices. Sharing his innovations is very much
appreciated
• The best, I really liked this presentation.
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
4) John Vatikiotis – Horticulture Innovation Australia
3
2
2
3
2
2
Comments:
• Disappointing – I was surprised to learn that my levy payments had helped fund possibly the most expensive
Facebook site in Australia haha
• OK, although I do think the term “moving forward” was overused
• I have been following their Facebook page and like the work they have been doing, however, I agree with the
comment that we seem to get more bang for our buck by being in Turf Australia.
• OK, I look forward to seeing how things develop.
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
5) Pat Abraham – Turf levy Investments
3
4
4
3
Comments:
• Pat’s enthusiasm motivated the participants to think about the positives of the turf industry
• Encouraging - without doubt, he is very capable and will work to make the turf levy investments more relevant to
the levy payer – Thank you
• Good, I was happy to learn more about the levy
• Informative, I do think it should be more clear where levy is going and there should be more involvement from the
growers as to where the funding goes to.
Content
Presentation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
6) Cynthia Mahoney – Different personalities
3
4
1
3
4
1
Comments:
• This subject of personal difference is worthy of consideration when working in a workplace. I found the whole
notion very enlightening on a personal and professional level.
• Quite interesting but could have been structured better
• Timely and valuable - she revealed our flaws and showed the need for respect in interpersonal relationships. It
was interactive but also relaxed
Horticulture Innovation Australia Ltd
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•

Enlightening. I predominately work out of a home office. Working, living and raising kids with my husband can be
tricky, frustrating or overwhelming at times. It can be hard to separate work, home, farm, family while trying to
keep on top of it all and school, kid’s sport, etc. Looking into our personality traits was refreshing way to look at
why we butt heads on some things
• Good.
Enjoyment
Organisation
v good good fair poor
v good good fair poor
7) Networking drinks & dinner
5
2
6
1
Comments:
• It was an enjoyable and tasty experience
• It was good to reconnect with people in the industry
• Well done Rachel, Richard & Ross
• Great. Excellent meal and good company. Perhaps a couple of speeches would suit the mood – someone from the
association could speak about the state of the industry. Maybe talk about opportunities and threats
• Fantastic, they are a great group. Often as the “admin” partner of a family business, it can feel quite isolating. It
was great to meet so many strong women who can also feel like they have similar problems to me. They were so
keen to share their ideas, thoughts and what works for them, I thought it was amazing (which is why we deserve
our own section on the turf conference tour!). Obviously on the verge of Lev 3 Water Restrictions, we debated
whether the forum and high travel costs were a good use of $ for us in these difficult times. Definitely was the
right move for us. It has helped us to re-charge and re-connect with our business. It was a positive experience
• Excellent
8) Overall, the things participants really liked were:
• The enthusiasm of the participants, the speakers were engaging and the forum went smoothly
• Accounting
• Precision turf framing – very relevant to me (mentioned twice)
• Chance to meet with a variety of interesting characters
• Networking & drinks
• The whole presentation
• It was a friendly open forum with well-chosen topics
• Social Media
• The opportunity to meet other growers. By being Queensland only, it gave us a chance to strengthen connections
within our region and talk about things relative to our state, growing conditions, etc
• Figures, understand the numbers better and the opportunity to talk to growers. It really does seem that the size of
the farm doesn’t matter, we all have similar problems. I find it extremely beneficial to hear how they go about
different things.
9) Overall, the things that could have been improved were:
• I can’t think on any blaring constructive criticism
• Nothing
• Time management
• Nothing comes to mind – it was an informative forum
• I do realise that it was the first one of the series, only that maybe starting slightly earlier start to allow a bit more
leeway.
• N/a
10) Things I learnt and could put into practice are:
• Learning to deal in a more constructive way with various personalities at work
• Look at our figures more regularly
• Embrace Social Media more (mentioned 4 times)
• Understanding personalities better (mentioned 4 times)
• Precision turf farming
• Better accounting
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•
•
•
•

Marketing with social media (not sure how though) and cost focus
Lots!
Tips on social media – like selling the emotion/lifestyle NOT the turf production/harvester!!
still thinking about that, but keen to keep trying to improve

Verbal feedback - Things learnt by participants and considering to incorporate ‘On Farm’
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social media – it is not about me, it is about the ender, or potential & existing customers
Look into using new technology (IE Precision Farming) on farm
Allocate time for social media (understanding and using)
Explore other parts/aspects of social media
Learn how to better manager staff
Communication is the key
Exciting to see how precision farming in the turf industry will go and how it can save/make more money
Be more decisive (for my wife)
Make time for facebook and advertising
Precision farming
Educating customers
Investigate precision farming
Actually look at my accounts and use that to help make more money. This may include to group expenses
categories and review accounts so it is easier to understand farm (and enterprise) profitability.
Learn a lot more about precision farming
Social media
I liked the whole lot
As a supplier, seeing the direction industry is heading
Leant that I am a ‘D’ – Decision Orientated – personality type
A great platform for moving forward and knowing numbers/profitability
Future investment areas for HIA, especially the health benefits from turf
Strengthen communication by better understanding and responding to different personalities.
Using precision agriculture to make more money
Precision ag, where will the industry be in five years if we have come this far in 3?
Accounting to help better understand profitability.
Precision agriculture
Networking with growers
Look at our marketing
Review our accounts and figures and take more not of people’s personality types
Social media and how it can be used to educate turf end users
Focus on selling the benefits of turf, not the price
Increase the price of turf by 5% and work 5% less for the same profit
Precision ag
Thinking about possible levy investments
I learnt more about the levy
A good reminder about the different personality types and to look at this within my own business and staff
Come up with a rate for my hourly value
Social media
Impressed with everything and pleased that TA has come so far
Precision ag can help my bottom line.

11) Turf Australia, in conjunction with Turf Queensland, should hold State Forums
Annually - 9
Bi-annually - 3
Other…………………………………..
12) Turf Australia should hold a national conference & field day
Annually - 5
Bi-annually - 7
Other…………………………………..
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13) What time of year suits you best to attend Turf Australia Events?
May - 4
June - 4
July - 10 August - 4
September - 2

Other………………….……..….

14) Overall comments
• Hi Richard, Thanks to yourself and Turf Australia for putting a very informative and enjoyable afternoon. It is
sessions like this that prove the value of being a member of the association. All the presenters had topics that
were relevant to turf famers and I came away with handy ideas and concepts that I will implement into our
business. Thanks to all the presenters and NuTurf for sponsoring. Well done and thanks again.
• Having every second year within your own state also makes it more viable to travel each year to stay connected,
learn, develop and network (given the turf conference could be anywhere in Australia)
• I like the state forum (although I understand it is more work for Rachel) because it gives you a great opportunity to
talk on a “local level”, also a smaller group makes it a bit more personal
• I enjoyed the Forum – definitely glad we came. It was great to interact with a such a positive and proactive group.
• I think the forum went well and the ½ day format with dinner was very good.
• I thought it was a good afternoon. Obviously the star topic was precision farming but that reflects the audience, i.e.
hands-on practical people. I thought all speakers gave participant's something to think about and that is the value
of these types of events. I liked how the focus was on productivity and profitability because that aligns with what I
believe any Investment plan should be about. It is important throughout this process that growers have input and
the forum was a cost effective way to do this. Thank you!

VIC State Forum 14th September 2016 – Written Participant Feedback
1) Cynthia Mahoney – Social media for turf growers
Comments:
• Great content & very engaging
• Great to get an understanding of what is out there
• Very engaging, good precise speaking styles

2) Greg Sharpe – Accounting for turf farm profitability
Comments:
• We always need to aware of cost and product
• Quite practical

3) John Keleher – Precision turf farming
Comments:
• Shame that John was not here to present in person
• Some excellent information shared
• New practices
• Efficiency = profitability

4) John Vatikiotis – Horticulture Innovation Australia
Comments:

5) Pat Abraham – Turf levy Investments
Comments:
• Very interactive

Content
v good good fair poor
5
8
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
5
7
-

Content
v good good fair poor
3
6
3
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
4
6
2
-

Content
v good good fair poor
4
9
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
3
9
-

Content
v good good fair poor
2
9
2
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
3
7
2
-

Content
v good good fair poor
9
2
1
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
8
3
-

Content
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6) Cynthia Mahoney – Different personalities
Comments:
• Fantastic session, highly recommend

7) Networking drinks & dinner
Comments:
• Unable to attend

v good good fair poor
8
1
-

v good good fair poor
7
1
-

Enjoyment
v good good fair poor
5
2
-

Organisation
v good good fair poor
6
1
-

15) Overall, the things participants really liked were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting new people
I enjoyed meeting new people & and also presentations by Cynthia
Location of forum
Substance of presentations
Timely run
Cynthia’s presentations very good
The variety of relevant topics
Knowledgeable speakers
Cynthia’s communication style was great
Very well put together

16) Overall, the things that could have been improved were:
• Early start
• More growers attending
• Closer to Melbourne
• I thought that the apologies list was more negative than positive
• Maybe have farm inputs
• Make the forum earlier in the year, ie June-July
• Make it a full day forum
17) Things I learnt and could put into practice are:
• I had limited knowledge of Turf Australia, so from that aspect it was great.
• Lots on social media and DISC
• Personality modifications
• Social media
• Communication styles
• Grouping expenses to understand profitability
18) Turf Australia, in conjunction with Turf Queensland, should hold State Forums
Annually - 6
Bi-annually - 5
Other…………………………………..
19) Turf Australia should hold a national conference & field day
Annually - 9
Bi-annually - 2
Other…………………………………..
20) What time of year suits you best to attend Turf Australia Events?
May - 2
June - 5
July - 10 August - 4
September - 2

Other………………….……..….

WA State Forum Participant Feedback Summary
Speaker Presentations
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John Keleher – Precision turf farming
Comments:
• New age thinking
• Very interesting, found it very informative

John Vatikiotis – Horticulture Innovation Australia
Comments:
• I feel a little unsure of the outcome

4

2

-

-

2

-

-

Content
v good good fair poor
3
2
1
-

Presentation
v good good fair poor
2
-

Content
v good good fair poor
3
1 -

Presentation
v good good fair poor
1
1
1
-

Pat Abraham – Turf levy Investments
Comments:
•
Very Good presentation
•
Got information out of members, and imparted a lot of info as well
Content
v good good fair poor
Richard Stephens – Different personalities
4
2
Comments:
•
Great
•
Interesting

9. Networking drinks & dinner

1

Enjoyment
v good 4 good 1 fair - poor -

Presentation
v good good fair poor
1
2
-

Organisation
v good 3 good - fair - poor –

Comments:
•
Good networking opportunity

10. Overall, the things I really liked were:
•
•
•
•
•

The location was beautiful
Better insight into HIA
The Forum
The level of passion in the discussions
Meeting people and learning

11.Overall, the things that could have been improved were:
•
•
•
•

Warmth of the room
Maybe more growers could have come
Starting earlier
The weather

12.Things I learnt and could put into practice are:
•
•
•

New fertilizer application process
Networking
All that I have learnt I will put into practice

13.Turf Australia, in conjunction with Turf Growers WA, should hold State Forums
Annually 3

Bi-annually 1

Other…………………………………..

14.Turf Australia should hold a national conference & field day
Annually 3

Bi-annually 2

Other…………………………………..

15.What time of year suits you best to attend Turf Australia Events?
May 2

June 1

Horticulture Innovation Australia Ltd
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August 2 September 1

Other: Jan/Feb 1
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Appendix 2 – Feedback summary from the 2017 Turf Australia
national conference & field day
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